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Stuff 
for 
your 
Staff!



TAKE A LOOK!



Best 
Seller

Eco
friendly

Having worked with many clients in the restaurant 
industry, we are confident that our apparel solution will 
be a great fit for your entire team. We offer a range
to order routine uniforms, graphic shirts, and finely 
embroidered products all from the same place. Our 
catalog is full of products that are appropriate for every 
level of representation within your business.  

All seasons, endless styles, and the highest quality 
customization options is what makes the headwear division 
stand out as one of our premier products. We have the ability 
to customize virtually every part of your choice hat. A 
complete all over customized hat can have a standard front 
design, sewn on logo side tags, back embroidery with 
employee name, custom stitch colors, and more! Our head 
wear services are nearly limitless, so get creative and 
consider a truly unique custom hat.

Apparel

Headwear



Stuff 
for 
your 
Fans!



When purchasing gear for your fans, consider apparel options that
are comfortable, sporty, and up to date with current styles. 
Remember... each shirt has the opportunity to be on a “walking 
billboard”, so do your best to make sure it doesn’t end up at the back
of the closet! Use this same concept to help guide your other merch 
decisions!TH
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An easy affordable way to quickly connect with customers in 
a physical way. Combine a cool piece of art with your brand’s 
name to make an advertising grab that will be used and seen 
over and over again by customers, their friends, and others! 
Take advantage of options like die cut stickers and magnets, 
and extend your creativity with special effects materials. These 
products tend to be significantly cheaper with large orders, so 
consider quantities of 100 or more for your buttons, pins, and 
other small promos.  

Customized totes and bags are one of our most 
popular items for clients in various industries. That 
goes to show, they are the perfect inexpensive promo 
for any brand or event. We like branded tote bags 
because they get reused, putting your brand out there 
while your fans are on the go!

Magnets, Stickers, Koozies & More!

Totes and Bags

GOAN BAR & EATERY

Bar
blade sign

neon sign



Stuff
for 

your
Business!



SIGNAGE MATTERS.

The adaptation all restaurants have made in the past year has proved just how important 
business signage is. We are prepared to tackle any project whether it focuses on your 
business identity or operations. That can be social distancing signage, curbside pick-up 
banners, sidewalk signs, or a complete exterior facelift! With perfect systems to display 
your brand, you can be assured your official reopening won’t be missed.



Channel letters, hanging signs, and building signage 
are among the most popular types of signage for the 
focus of your business’ exterior. We customize each 
sign to the specifications of your business, which 
means your sign can be in the exact shape as your logo 
or font, illuminated or static, and with mounting that 
works for your solution.  

Interior/Exterior Signage

Some form of window signage is typically used on any 
establishment. Decals are most commonly applied for 
displaying information like hours and your 
business name. If you wish to decorate your entire 
façade of windows in graphics that is also possible! 
Our perf vinyl allows entire windows to be covered 
while still preserving transparency. With various 
material options to choose from we are sure to have 
the right window décor for your business.

Window Signage



Depending on the location of your business you could 
attract thousands of views a day with sidewalk and 
outdoor signage. Don’t forget about all the foot 
traffic, bikers, and passerby’s your business will see 
daily. We have sidewalk signage, sail signs, flags, and 
more which are all great options for the area 
surrounding the outside of your store front. 

Sidewalk and Outdoor Signs 

Banners are easily one of the most versatile types of 
signage for your business. Their ease of use, 
durability, and quality make them the go-to option for 
lots of restaurants, and businesses across other 
industries. The low cost and great maneuverability of 
banners is why we recommend them so highly!  

Banners



If your aesthetic calls for neon signage we can 
customize designs that are perfectly in line with your 
brand. Neon can be formed into logos, letters, images, 
and art! Neon signage displays are unique and timeless 
creations that still get great recognition.  

Custom Neon Signage

Our vast category of promotional products ensures 
there is something that fits your business perfectly. 
More traditional options like pens, cards, and bottle 
openers still work great but we push the limits with 
access to more than half a million products. Get 
creative with your restaurant’s promotions and find the 
customization solution with Chicagosigns.com. 

Custom Promos 


